
I/O-Complexity of Graph AlgorithmsKameshwar Munagala� Abhiram RanadeyDepartment of Computer Science and EngineeringIndian Institute of Technology BombayMumbai 400076 India.AbstractWe show lower bounds of 
(EV Sort(V )) for the I/O-complexity of graph theoretic problems like connected com-ponents, biconnected components, and minimum spanningtrees, where E and V are the number of edges and vertices inthe input graph, respectively. We also present a determin-istic O(EV Sort(V ) � max(1; log log V BDE )) algorithm for theproblem of graph connectivity, where B and D denote re-spectively the block size and number of disks. Our algorithmincludes a breadth �rst search; this maybe of independentinterest.1 IntroductionData sets of many modern applications are too largeto �t into main memory, and must reside on disk. Torun such applications e�ciently, it is often necessaryto explicitly manage disk accesses as a part of thealgorithm. In other words, the algorithm must bedesigned for a model that includes disk, rather than thecustomary RAMmodel. Recently, this area has receiveda lot of attention, and algorithms have been developedfor many problems using the Parallel Disk Model[1]. Inthis paper, we study several graph problems using thismodel and present improved upper and lower bounds.The Parallel Disk Model consists of a processor,its memory, and D disks which can be accessed inparallel. Data is organized in records, with the memoryable to hold M records. A record maybe thought ofas a constant number of words. Records are storedsequentially on each disk, and the disk is divided into�xed contiguous blocks of B records, called tracks. Theglobal disk address space is striped across the disks inthe following manner: record i in track j of disk k isthe i + B(k � 1) + BD(j � 1) th record in the globaldisk address space. In one I/O step B records fromany single track on each disk maybe exchanged with B�Author's current address: Department of Computer Sci-ence, Stanford University, Stanford CA94305. E-Mail:kamesh@cs.stanford.eduyE-Mail: ranade@cse.iitb.ernet.in

records in the RAM, so that in a single step a totalof at most BD records can be read or written fromdisk. The time required for computation is ignored;but computations can only be performed on records inmemory. This is reasonable since typically disk accessesare orders of magnitude slower than CPU cycle times.It is customary to assume that M > BD. The followingexpressions are useful[1]:Scan(N ) = NBD : The number of disk accesses neededjust to read N records stored contiguously in theglobal disk address space. Because the addressspace is striped across disks, the records must bein N=BD tracks on each disk, and thus that manyparallel steps su�ce. Scan(N ) is usually a lowerbound if input size is N .Sort(N ) = N logN=BBD logM=B : The optimal number of I/Osneeded to sort N records stored contiguously inthe disk address space using just comparisons[1].This number is important because sorting formsan important primitive in many external memoryalgorithms.The main problem considered in this paper is theconnected component labelling problem. We assumethat the input is provided as an unordered Edge List.We will use E to denote the number of edges and Vthe number of vertices. The edge list is given as asequence of E records stored contiguously in the globaldisk address space, with each record consisting of apair of integers in the range [1,V] indicating the edgeendpoints. The output is an array L[1 : : :V ] storedcontiguously as V records; we require L[i] = L[j] i�i and j are in the same component.We also study the problem of duplicate elimination,for itself and because it arises naturally while developingupper and lower bounds for many graph problems. Theinput in this case is a sequence of N records where eachrecord is an integer in the range [1; P ], for any given P .The output is an array C[1 : : :P ] stored contiguously inP records on disk, with C[i] = 1 if i occurs in the input,1



2and 0 otherwise.Our main results are as follows:1. Lower bounds for graph problems: We showthat the connected component labelling problem re-quires time 
(EV Sort(V )). We extend this boundto several problems including biconnectivity, mini-mum spanning tree, and decision versions of theseproblems.2. Upper bounds for connected component la-belling: We present a deterministic algorithmwhich can do labelling in time O(EV Sort(V ) �max(1; log log VBDE )). This is optimal for graphswith average degree 
(BD).3. Duplicate elimination: We show a lower boundof 
 �NP SortP � and give a matching upper bound.We also extend the upper and lower bound toproblems such as histogram computation, and moregenerally, multipre�x computation.Previously the only lower bounds known for graphproblems were the obvious bound Scan(E) and a boundSort(V ) for sparse graphs (E = O(V )) proved byChiang et al[2]. Our bound is stronger if the graphis not sparse, and further our bound applies to otherproblems besides connected component labelling. Wenote however that the bound of [2] applies also whenthe input is presented as an adjacency list (de�ned inSection 5.2), while ours applies only if the input is anedge list.The best previous deterministic algorithm forconnected component labelling is by Kumar andSchwabe [3], and this works in time O(logB � sort(E) +EB logV ), which is roughly O(logM � EV sort(V )). Ouralgorithm is much faster than this, since M > BD >V BD=E, and in fact optimal when the average degreeof the graph is 
(BD). Earlier a O(log VM � Sort(E))algorithm was given by Chiang et al [2], and this boundwas matched recently by Abello et al [4] using a sim-ple recursive algorithm. For sparse graphs(E = O(V ))closed under edge contraction, the algorithm in [2] isshown to work in time O(Sort(V )), and is hence opti-mal. Our algorithm also has this property, and is ofcourse far better for general sparse graphs.Chiang et al [2] also give a O(EV Sort(V )) random-ized algorithm, which is optimal.Duplicate elimination was investigated by Arge etal [5], who present a general lowerbound technique forcomparison based external memory algorithms. Weextend their work in two ways. In Arge et al's model, therecords being compared are assumed to come from anunbounded set. In our model, the records come from a�nite set of integers [1; P ], which makes �nding a lower

bound harder. Our second extension is that we allowindirect addressing while performing I/O; we believethat this is a very natural operation to use when therecords come from a �nite set, and thus lower boundsmust account for it. Also, our model is powerful enoughto express I/O cacheing.Throughout this paper we assume that V and P arelarger thanM , (if not there are simple algorithms whichwork in a single scan of data) but that logV and logPare smaller than B log MB .1Paper Outline: After a discussion of the lower boundframework, we derive lower bounds for the problem ofeliminating duplicates from a multiset whose elementscan take values only from a �nite domain. We thenreduce this problem to the problem of graph connectiv-ity, and other related graph problems, thereby �ndinglower bounds for them. We then describe improved up-per bounds for the connected components problem.2 Lower Bound FrameworkThe computational model we use for proving lowerbounds is called the P -way Indexed I/O tree, whichis an extension of the I/O tree of Arge et al [5]. Inaddition to the operations allowed in the I/O Tree, ourmodel allows P -way indexed accesses to disk, with P aparameter to be �xed later. We �rst discuss a restrictedmodel, which has D = 1 disks. The case of general Dand an additional extension is considered in section 2.3.2.1 Restricted modelA restricted indexed I/O tree T is similar to a decisiontree, with execution starting at the root and travellingto a leaf. Initially, the disk holds the input in contiguousrecords, and the memory is empty. The tree may havethree kinds of non-leaf nodes:Comparison Node: Each such node is labelled bypair of numbers < i; j >, and has outgoing edgeslabelled f<;�g. The node causes a comparison tobe performed between the ith input record and thejth input record, both of which must be presentsomewhere in main memory. Depending upon theoutcome, the appropriate outgoing edge is taken.Indexed Input node: Each node has a label <i;m1;m2; : : : ;mB ; t1; t2; : : : ; tP >, with P outgo-ing edges labelled 1 through P . This node causes atrack to be read into mainmemory record positionsm1; : : : ;mB. The track is determined by the value1The pagesize for many disks is several kilobytes; assumingone kilobyte for our problems, say 50 records �t in a kilobyte, i.e.B = 50. Even for a trivial memory size of 1 Megabyte we getlog MB = 10. Thus we require V;P < 2500 which is reasonable.



3of the ith input record which must be present some-where in main memory: if the value is j then tracktj is read, and the corresponding outgoing edge tra-versed. The value j is required to lie in the range[1; P ]. If all t1 = t2 = � � �= tP , then the parameteri is ignored and the track is read into the speci�edpositions, and the �rst outgoing edge is traversed(we dont require that all tree edges be traversiblefor some input). This corresponds to non-indexedinput{ this would be necessary sometimes, say atthe beginning of execution.Indexed Output node: Similar to indexed inputnodes, except the track is written from the spec-i�ed records in memory.We will use the term I/O node to mean either in indexedinput node or an indexed output node.Each leaf v has a label Solution(v). Let � denotethe problem being solved, x an input instance, �(x)the output required, and T (x) the leaf reached duringexecution. The tree T is said to solve the problem �if for every x, Solution(T (x)) = �(x). Let I=OT (x) bethe number of I=O-nodes, i.e. indexed input nodes andindexed output nodes on the path from the root to T (x).Let I=OT denote the maximum value of I=OT (x), thisis the quantity we will lower bound. Note �nally thatwe dont insist that the correct answer be written out ondisk; only that the correct answer (leaf with the correctlabel) be identi�ed by the algorithm. This is adequatesince we are only interested in using the model to provelower bounds.I/O trees vs. Decision trees: It turns out thatan Indexed I/O tree for solving a problem can betransformed to a (short) binary decision tree for solvingthe same problem. Then by bounding the number ofcomparisons in the decision tree we can establish abound on the number of I/O operations. Our notionof a decision tree is standard. We allow comparisonnodes in it with two outgoing edges labelled f<;�g.Further at each node, comparisons are allowed betweenarbitrary records, whether or not they are in memory. Ina decision tree we also allow comparison between recordsand constants, this is not allowed in the restricted model(but also see section 2.3). For a tree T (indexed I/Otree or decision tree) and input instance x let PathT (x)denote the number of comparison nodes on the pathfrom the root to vT (x). The result stated below is ageneralization of the one stated for I/O-trees in [5].Lemma 2.1. Let � be problem solved by a restrictedindexed I/O tree T , with n the number of recordsconstituting the input. There exists a decision tree Tc

solving �, such that:PathTc (x)� n logB + I=OT (x) �O �B log M�BB + logP �Proof. We will �rst apply a sequence of transformationsto T to get another indexed I/O tree T 0 solving � inwhich the number of comparisons between successiveI/O nodes is small. This construction is adaptedfrom [5], and is reproduced here for completeness. Wewill next modify T 0 to the required decision tree Tc.Constructing T 0: Initially all the I/O nodes in Texcept the root are coloured white, the root is colouredblack. Each basic transformation alters the tree andcolours some nodes black. After all nodes have beencoloured black we get T 0. After each transformation,the resulting tree will continue to be an indexed I/O treesolving �. Further, it will satisfy the followingOrderingAssertion: If execution reaches any black node, thecomparisons performed till then will be su�cient toconstruct the total order of the records in main memoryat that time.The basic transformation is applied at any blacknode v having some white descendants and no black de-scendants. Let v1; : : : ; vk be descendant I/O nodes thatcan be reached from v without passing through anotherI/O node. Only comparison nodes occur between v andall vi and these form a subtree S.If v is an output node, then notice that by theordering assertion the outcome of every comparisoninside S is already known! Thus we can directly connectv to a single vi and colour that vi black, completing thetransformation.If v is an input node there are two cases dependingupon whether or not the track t read at v was readfor the �rst time. In case t had been read earlier, weknow the ordering of the records in t. By the orderingassertion we know the total order on the M �B recordsin main memory as well. Thus to maintain the orderingassertion at the next I/O node, we simply need to do amerge; this can be done using a decision tree S0 of heightO(B log M�BB ). This tree S0 is attached below v insteadof S. Of course, S0 will in general have more leavesthan S. Say the leaves of S0 are v01; v02; : : : ; v0l. Let I(u)denote the set of input instances for which a given nodeu is visited. It is easily seen that I(v01); : : : ; I(v0l) andI(v1); : : : ; I(vk) are both partitions of I(v), and thatthe former is a re�nement of the latter. Thus beneatheach v0j we attach the subtree that is under vi, whereI(v0j) � I(vi). Clearly, the new tree that results alsosolves �.In case t is being read for the �rst time, we maynot know the ordering of the records in t. So we use



4a decision tree to sort these records �rst, and then dothe merge with the M � B records in main memory.Subtrees are attached below the leaves of this as in theprevious case. Thus the total height needed is at mostB logB +O(B log M�BB ).When all I/O nodes become black, we are guar-anteed to have a tree T 0 which solves �, and inwhich between consecutive I=O nodes there are at mostB logB + O(B log M�BB ) comparison nodes. Further,the term B logB can arise only while reading inputs forthe �rst time{ thus only n=B times. Thus the totalnumber of comparison nodes encountered on input x isn logB+I=OT 0 (x)�O(B log M�BB ) = n logB+I=OT (x)�O(B log M�BB ).Constructing Tc: T 0 is almost a decision tree, exceptthat the I/O nodes in T 0 e�ectively allow a P waybranch based on the index variable. But we can replacethis with a decision tree of depth O(logP ). When thisis done, we get the required decision tree Tc. Sinceeach I/O node contributes a logP additional height, theresult follows.2.2 I/O CacheingIn our full model the indexed input nodes are adap-tive: when control reaches such a node with label< i;m1;m2; : : : ;mB ; t1; t2; : : : ; tP >, a check is �rstmade to see if track tj is already in memory, where j isthe value of input record i. If tj is already in memory,then no I/O is actually performed, but the data is copiedwithin the memory into memory positions m1; : : : ;mB.If the track is not in memory, then an I/O is performedas usual.Say a value i is a key for a record r if r is thelabel on the ith outgoing edge from some indexed inputnode. In other words, some input record must take thevalue i in order for r to be fetched. It is legal for arecord to have many keys; however, it will be observedthat generally the number of keys will be small. Forinstance, if our algorithm only contains array referencesof the form A[X] (where X is some input record), thenclearly the record A[j] will only have j as the key. If forinstance if our algorithm allows references of the formA[X +K] where K is a constant, then the key for A[j]would have to be j +K.Under the assumption that every record has O(1)keys, Lemma 2.1 can be shown to hold with smallmodi�cation. The key idea is to extend the orderingassertion to be: If execution reaches any black node,the comparisons performed till then will be su�cient toconstruct the total order of the records in main memoryat that time and the keys of these records. Note thatat any instant the memory can hold only M records,

and by the O(1) keys assumption there are only O(M )keys to consider (the key for any record is known byexamining the indexed input nodes that can potentiallyread that record). Thus the ordering assertion nowrequires us to maintain a total order over O(M ) valuesinstead of the M earlier. The rest of the details areomitted from this abstract.We note that this change makes our model verypowerful: using it we can implement dynamic behavioursuch as LRU block replacement policy. We also notethat it is possible to enhance the model so that cacheinghappens at the granularity of records than tracks. Wewill discuss this at length in the �nal version.2.3 Full ModelOur full model extends the restricted model in thefollowing manner. First we allow D Disks. Insteadof one track being read/written in a single I/O node,we allow D tracks to be read or written. Each I/Onode now has D labels of the form described for therestricted model. Further, there are PD outgoing edges,one edge for each of the PD tuples that can be the valuesfor the D index variables. Second, we allow compilergenerated constants. At the start of execution, weallow the disk to hold tracks containing constants thatmight be needed by the program in addition to theprogram input. The constants would have to be readin explicitly in order to be used, just like input records,of course.Theorem 2.1. Let � be problem solved by an indexedI/O tree T , with n the number of records constitutingthe input. There exists a decision tree Tc solving �,such that:PathTc(x)� n logB +D � I=OT (x) �O �B log M�BB + logP �Proof. Follows along the lines of Lemma 2.1, afternoting that compiler generated constants do not needto be sorted even when read for the �rst time.Following [5] we note that Lemma 2.1 and Theo-rem 2.1 also applies to algorithms having some other op-erations besides comparisons and indexed I/O. In par-ticular, we can allow assignment statements which copyrecords within memory. These copying statements donot even need to be represented in our tree, since ourcomparison nodes refer to input records directly and notthe positions at which the records are held in memory.3 Duplicate Elimination in a MultisetThe DE(N;P ) duplicate elimination problem is asfollows. The input is a sequence of N records where



5each record takes an integral value in the range [1; P ].The output is an array C[1 : : :P ] stored contiguously inP records on disk; we require that C[i] = 1 if at leastone input record takes the value i, and 0 otherwise.Lemma 3.1. The depth of any decision tree solvingDE(N;P ) is at least N log P2 .Proof. Say an input instance is odd if the values of allits records are odd integers. Else it is non odd. Wewill show that in any decision tree solving DE(N;P ),distinct leaf nodes will be visited for distinct odd inputinstances. From this the Lemma follows since thereare �P2 �N odd instances, and thus at least that manynumber of leaves.Let R = [r1; r2; : : : ; rN ] be the input records.Suppose that leaf l is reached in execution for an oddinput instance. At l the set R is partitioned into subsetsR1; : : : ; Rk, such that all elements within each subsetare known to be equal, and the subsets are relatedby <;�; >;�. This is the unique partial ordering ofthe sets Ri corresponding to the leaf l, and all inputinstances visiting l satisfy this ordering. Further sincewe allow comparisons between constants and recordsas well, our partial ordering will comprise of theseconstants in addition to the sets Ri. Suppose ui anddi are respectively the maximum and minimum valuesthat are assigned to Ri over all odd input instances thatvisit l. If ui = di for all i, then we are done, since thismeans there is a unique odd instance visiting l.Else there exists Rj for which uj > dj. Let �udenote the set of subsets Ri, the records in whichare required to have values � the value assigned tothe records in Rj in order to con�rm with the partialordering at l. Let Iu and Id respectively denote inputinstances in which records in each Ri are respectivelyassigned values ui and di. Note that the innput instanceformed by taking the record-wise max(min) of anytwo input instances visiting l also visits l. From thisobservation, is clear that the instances Iu and Id visit l.Let e denote an even integer in the range [dj; uj].Now it will be observed that there exists a non-oddinput instance which visits l in which the records inRi are assigned value e. To complete this instance, wesimply assign records in sets in �u their values in Iu,and the rest their values in Id.Theorem 3.1. (Duplicate Elimination) For anyindexed I/O-tree T solving DE(N;P ), we haveI=OT = 
(NP Sort(P )) assuming logP < B log MB .

Proof. Using Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 we haveN log P2= N logB +D � I=OT �O�B logM � BB + logP�= N logB +D � I=OT �O�B logMB �using the assumption logP < B log MB . The boundfollows after rearranging.3.1 Upper BoundsThe lower bound stated in Theorem 3.1 can be metusing a simple algorithm as follows.Divide the N input records into N=P groups ofP records each. Sort the records within each group.For each group construct the solution to the duplicateelimination problem, i.e. construct a vector of size Pwhere the ith entry indicates whether or not i occursin the group. At this point there are N=P bit vectors,each of size P . The result of \OR"ing the bit vectors isclearly the solution to the original problem.Sorting each group takes time Sort(P ), so for N=Pgroups the time is NP Sort(P ). Each individual vectorcan clearly be constructed in time Scan(P ) and hencethe total time for constructing the vectors is Scan(N ).Computing the OR of the vectors can also be done intime Scan(N ). The total time is thus O(NP Sort(P ) +Scan(N )) = O(NP Sort(P )).3.2 GeneralizationIt is easily seen that the upper bound as well as the lowerbound applies to operations such as histogramming,where the ith output record must be set to the numberof times i occurs in the input.In fact we can de�ne a generalized Multipre�x oper-ation as in [6]. The input in this case consists of 3 arraysColour[1 : : :N ] and V alue[1 : : :N ] and Table[1 : : :P ].The output is a single array R[1 : : :N ]. Let i1; : : : ; ikdenote in ascending order the indices for which thevalues in Colour all equal i. Then we require thatR[ij] = Table[i]+V alue[i1]+ � � �+V alue[ij ]: Further itis required to set Table[i] = Table[i] + V alue[i1] + � � �+V alue[ik]. Clearly this operation has upper and lowerbounds same as DE(N;P ). Note that the multipre�xoperation is very versatile, by using appropriate associa-tive operators + we can implement several operationssuch as table lookup/update, ranking keys of the samevalue, concurrent read/write operations as on PRAMs.



64 Lower Bound for Connected ComponentsWe reduce the problem of duplicate elimination ofcertain kinds of sequences to the problem of computingconnected components on graphs. Consider a sequenceb of length N of numbers from the range [P + 1; 2P ],where P < N < P 2. Suppose that b can be divided intoP contiguous sequences, b1; b2; : : : ; bP each of lengthN=P such that all the elements in each sequence biare distinct. Let DE0(N;P ) denote the problem ofremoving duplicates from such sequences.Lemma 4.1. The depth of any decision tree solvingproblem DE0(N;P ) is N log
(P ).Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1, and thusomitted.Theorem 4.1. (Connected Components) Any in-dexed I/O-tree T �nding the connected components ofa V vertex, E edge graph has I=OT = EV Sort(V ) as-suming E � V and logV < B log MB .Proof. We transform the problem DE0 to connectedcomponent labelling. For any instance b of a DE0(E �V=2; V=2) problem let bj denote the jth subsequence ofb of length (E � V=2)=(V=2). Consider a graph G withV vertices and E edges as follows:1. If V=2 + i 2 bj, then edge (j; V=2 + i) present.2. If i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; V=2� 1g, then the edge (i; i+ 1) ispresent.Clearly the edge list of G can be constructed in Scan(E)time given the input instance b.Given a connected component labelling L[1 : : :V ]of G, we can solve duplicate elimination by noting thati 2 b i� L[V=2 + i] = L[1]. Thus, in O(Scan(E)) extratime, we can �nd the array specifying which elementsare present in b, thereby solving problemDE0 for b. Thebound then follows, using Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.1and noting that Scan(E) = o(EV Sort(V )).4.1 Other Graph ProblemsThe lower bound in Theorem 4.1 actually applies toother problems such as connected components in bi-partite graphs, biconnected components labelling, min-imum spanning trees, ear decomposition, and their de-cision versions. Since all of these problems relate to du-plicate elimination in a fashion similar to Theorem 4.1,we omit the details from this abstract.5 Upper Bounds for Connected ComponentsWe �rst show how to implement Breadth First Search(BFS) in time O(EV Sort(V ) + V ). This by itself is

an optimal labelling algorithm for EV � BD. Wethen present a preprocessing step that transforms alabelling problem on V vertices to one on E=BDvertices. By running BFS after this we get a nearlyoptimal algorithm for sparse graphs as well.5.1 Breadth First SearchWe �rst convert the input to adjacency list form. Thisconsists of two arrays Ptr[1 : : :V ] and Adj[1 : : :2E],with Adj[Ptr[i] : : :P tr[i] + di � 1] holding the list ofvertices adjacent to vertex i (di is the degree of vertexi). It is easily seen however that the conversion requirestime O(EV Sort(V )).Our connected components algorithm based onbreadth �rst search is shown in Algorithm 1. The di�er-ence from the natural implementation is best explainedby considering the execution for a connected graph. Inthis case, Front(t) as constructed by the algorithm issimply the set of vertices at distance t from the source(say vertex 1). On a RAM, it is customary to constructFront(t) by taking all the vertices that are adjacent toFront(t�1) but which havent been marked visited. Herewe proceed di�erently. For vertex x let Nbr(x) denoteits neighbouring vertices. For a set of vertices X letNbr(X) denote the multiset formed by concatenatingNbr(x) for all x 2 X. We construct Front(t) by (1)constructing Nbr(Front(t�1)), (2) removing duplicatesfrom it, (3) eliminating from it those elements that oc-cur in Front(t� 1) [ Front(t � 2).We maintain a doubly linked list U in externalmemory to store the unvisited vertices at any stage.Initially, the list contains the vertices 1; : : : ; V in thatorder, with 1 at the head of the list. We also maintainan array L[1 : : :V ], where L[i] is the smallest vertex towhich vertex i is connected.Because of the adjacency list representation thetotal time spent in concatenating the lists (step 9)over the course of the entire algorithm is at mostPv2V lNbr(v)BD m = EBD + V = Scan(E) + V . The timefor duplicate elimination isXt � jNbr(Front(t))jV Sort(V )�= PtNbr(Front(t))V Sort(V ) + V= O�EV Sort(V ) + V �since each edge occurs at most twice in the sum. Toeliminate from Nbr(t) those elements that occur inFront(t � 1) [ Front(t � 2), we simply need to scanthrough these (sorted) lists. But PtNbr(t) = O(E),and Pt Front(t) = V . Thus the time for scanning



7is clearly O(Scan(E) + V ), with the term V againaccounting for the possible round o�.Algorithm 1: Breadth First Search(1) for i = 1 to V do L[i] = 0.(2) Front(�1) = Front(�2) = null.(3) t = 0.(4) while Front(t � 1) is nonempty or un-visited vertices exist(5) if Front(t � 1) is empty(6) Front(t) = l = Head of list U .(7) else(8) Nbr(t) = concatenation of adja-cency lists of vertices in Front(t �1).(9) Remove duplicates from Nbr(t).(10) Front(t) = vertices in Nbr(t) notin Front(t� 1) [ Front(t � 2).(11) foreach v 2 Front(t)(12) L[v] = l.(13) Remove v from U .(14) t = t+ 1.(15) endwhile(16) Output the array L.Finally, steps 6, 12 and 13 take time O(1) each, andso, contribute at most O(V ) to the total running time.The total time is thus O(EV Sort(V ) + V ).5.2 PreprocessingThe preprocessing phase(Algorithm 2) is based on aPRAM algorithm for computing connected componentsdue to Cole and Vishkin [8]. This in turn uses an ideafrom the algorithm due to Chin et al [7] (lines 6{9). Thebasic step in Chin et al's algorithm (originally due toHirschberg) is to (a) identify a group of vertices as beingin the same connected component (b) identify a leadervertex from the group, (c) move edges incident on everyvertex in the group to the leader. In the preprocessingphase, we simply repeat this step several times whilekeeping track of the leader for each vertex. Clearly ifwe now �nd a labelling for the graph induced by theremaining leaders we can construct a labelling for allthe vertices.The following terminology is useful. A leader ispassive if it spans a complete component, else it is active.The size of a leader is the number of vertices having itas their leader. Edges connecting distinct leaders areactive, otherwise passive.We �rst estimate the number of active leaders at theend of Algorithm 2. Consider any single component.A single iteration of Chin et al's algorithm (steps 6{9) halves the number of active leaders [7]. Thus log d

iterations reduce the number of active leaders by afactor d = pni (if the number of leaders reduced to1, then the leader is inactive{ in fact the leader isitself the label for the component). Thus we knowthat ni+1 � dni = n3=2i . Given that n1 � 2, we seethat if some leader is active after k iterations of theouter loop (steps 3{11) its size must be at least 21:5k.For k = log1:5 logV BD=E this is V BD=E. Thus thenumber of active leaders is no more than E=BD, asclaimed.Algorithm 2: Preprocessing(1) Make each vertex its own leader: for eachvertex v set L(v) = v.(2) for i = 1 to log1:5 log VBDE(3) Let ni be the size of the smallest sizeactive leader. If ni = 1, then exit.(4) For each active leader, choose uptod = pni active edges. If fewer than dactive edges are available, choose all ofthem. From these edges form a graphGi on the active leaders.(5) for j = 1 to logd(6) For each active leader v set L(v) =smallest neighbour of v inGi. Thispartitions active leaders into pseu-dotrees.(7) Use pointer doubling to identifythe smallest numbered supervertexmin(T ) in each pseudotree T .(8) For each v in each pseudotree T setL(v) = min(T ).(9) Replace each active edge (u; v) inGi with an edge (L(u); L(v)).(10) endfor(11) Replace each active edge (u; v) in Gwith an edge (L(u); L(v)).(12) endforStep 1 clearly takes time Scan(V ). For step 3, thesize of each vertex can be computed using a histogramoperation (see section 3.2). To determine if a vertex isactive, we simply need to know if there are nontrivial(non self loop) edges incident on it. This can be doneby a suitable duplicate elimination problem. For step 4,we �rst number the edges incident on each vertex (doneusing multipre�x of section 3.2), and collect togetherthose with number at most d. We also collect togetherthe relevant entries from the array L, to prepare thedata structures of graph Gi for the loop in lines 5{10.Step 11 is just a table lookup, and can be done using theideas of section 3.2. All these operations can be done intime O(EV Sort(V )).



8 To estimate the time for steps 6{9, let Vi and Eirespectively be the number of vertices and edges in Gi.Steps 7{8 are analyzed by Chiang et al [2], who showthat these can be done in time O(Sort(Vi)).2 Step 6can be done by a multipre�x, step 9 is similar to step12. Both these can be done in time O(EiVi Sort(Vi)).Noting that Ei � Vipni and Vi � V=ni, the timefor a single iteration of lines 6{9 is O(pni Sort(Vi)) =O(Sort(V )pni ). Thus the time for the entire loop 5{10 isclearly O(Sort(V )).Thus the time for a single iteration of lines 3{11 isO(EV SortV ).5.3 Final AlgorithmThe total time for preprocessing is thusO(max(1; log log VBDE )EV SortV ). The number ofvertices left after preprocessing is clearly min(V; EBD ).When BFS is run on this the time required isO(EV SortV + EBD ) = O(EV Sort(V )). Thus the time isO(max(1; log log VBDE )EV SortV ).6 Open ProblemsOur lower bound proof assumes input in the edge-listformat, and also assumes a comparison based model.It would be nice to see if the bound holds when theserestrictions are removed. One approach could be to usethe External Memory Turing Machine model de�nedin [9].There is still a small gap between the upper andlower bounds for connectivity. We consider �ndingan optimal connectivity algorithm a challenging openproblem.It would also be interesting to see if the lower boundtechniques developed here can be used in proving lowerbounds for other data models, like the Data Streammodel [10].References[1] Je�ery Vitter, and Elizabeth Shriver, Optimal Algo-rithms for Parallel Memory I: Two{Level Memories,Algorithmica 12(2{3), 1994, pp. 110{147.[2] Yi-Jen Chiang, Michael Goodrich, Edward Grove,Roberto Tamassia, Darren Vengro�, and Je� Vitter,External-Memory Graph Algorithms, in Proceedings ofthe Sixth SIAM-ACM Symposium on Discrete Algo-rithms, 1995, pp. 139{149.[3] Vijay Kumar and Eric Schwabe, Improved Data Struc-tures and Algorithms for Solving Graph Problems in2Actually, Chiang et al's connected algorithm is simplylogV=M iterations of this loop for the original graphG. We coulduse their analysis completely, but our analysis is slightly tighter.
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